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Foreword
Welcome to the 2017 edition of Deloitte’s Predictions for the technology, media and telecommunications (TMT) sectors.
For the first time in our 5 years of releasing our Middle East edition, we are including predictions for all three sectors together, and not
splitting them into different sub-industries. This, by itself, is a reflection of the exciting industry we are in. An industry that continues to
blur the boundaries of innovation, and reshape how operators, media players and technology companies collaborate and interact in an
increasingly integrated market place.
Across the global and regional predictions, we believe that the distinction between sectors is fast becoming obsolete. The introduction
of dedicated machine learning capability to smartphones is relevant across all industry sectors, not just the technology or
telecommunications verticals. The transition to 5G and resulting implications on machine to machine communication is a critical enabler
to new technology adoption, starting with self-driving cars. IoT itself is the epitome of this borderless ecosystem with operators and
technology companies working closely together to shape the cities and lives of tomorrow. Cybersecurity is an evergreen topic in the region
raising threats to media companies and Telcos equally, and requiring cross sectorial regulations and safety measures.
With smart cities and nations so high in the agenda of the Middle East countries, our region is at the forefront of this borderless market
place, with regional Telcos talking more about AI and IoT than network expansion. In this day and age, breaking borders, albeit at industry
level, is a refreshing twist. 2017 promises to be yet another exciting year for the TMT sector. We wish you all the best for this year and trust
that you and your colleagues will find this year’s predictions a useful stimulant in your strategic thinking. We look forward to discussing
them with you.

Emmanuel Durou
Partner, Head of Middle East TMT industry
Deloitte & Touche (M.E.)

Paul Lee
Partner, Head of Global TMT Research
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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IT-as-a-Service: the half trillion
dollar ‘niche’
Deloitte Global predicts that by the end of 2018, spending on
IT-as-a-Service, (which is a subset of flexible consumption
models, FCM306) for data centers, software and services will be
just under $550 billion worldwide307. This would represent a rise
of more than half from a forecast 2016 level of $361 billion.
According to Gartner, the 2016 global IT spending market for data
centers, software and IT services is estimated at $1,406 billion,
and 2017 is estimated to be $1,477 billion, or around five percent
growth308. Assuming that rate of growth continues, Deloitte
Global estimates that the market will be over $1,550 billion by 2018.
When we look at the growing shift to alternative models, just over
25 percent of IT budgets were flex-based in mid-2016, growing to
35 percent in 2018309. In dollar terms, based on the market size
previously stated, Deloitte Global predicts that the new way of
procuring information technology will grow from $361 billion to
$547 billion in 2.5 years (see Figure 11)310.

How is IT-as-a-Service
different from the
traditional model?
Historically, enterprises owned (bought, rented or
leased) IT hardware and telecom hardware, also known
as ‘on premise solutions’. A company with a thousand
office employees needed to provide a thousand
desktop or laptop computers, and a thousand telephone
handsets. They then needed to own the PBX (private
branch exchange) switch for the phone system, tens
of servers and routers, and switches to network all of
the computers together. They needed to buy a thousand
user per-seat licenses for the software to run on those
computers, paid for upfront, plus an annual maintenance
fee. They needed to provide a fixed number of phone
lines and data lines with fixed capacity, and sign
long-term contracts with telecommunications
service providers.
Across the gamut of IT hardware, software and services,
adding new capacity took time, money and effort, and
excess capacity was just considered part of the cost of
doing business. IT buyers were forced to over-provision,
since scaling up rapidly was impossible, and accepted
that they never got any money back for that unused
excess capacity. Flexible consumption turns that model
on its head, with every aspect of IT potentially able to be
procured on a ‘you get what you pay for’ basis.
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Figure 11. Deloitte Global estimates for IT Spending market
for data centers, software and IT services ($ billions)
2018
100% = $1,552 billion
(Deloitte Global estimate)

2016
100% = $1,406 billion
(Gartner estimate)
$361bn

$547bn

$1,005bn

$1,045bn

IT-as-a-Service

Traditional

Note: 2016 figures for spending on IT-as-a-Service and traditional IT are Deloitte Global
calculations based on Gartner estimates for total market size for IT spend on data
centers, software and IT services254a. 2018 figures are Deloitte Global calculations based
on Deloitte Global estimates for the equivalent total market size.
Source: Chart created by Deloitte Global based on Deloitte Global analysis and Gartner
press releases254b. For further information on the sources see endnotes.

The growth in IT-as-a-Service spending is coming across the board.
As of mid-2016, a significant proportion of IT buyers from large and
medium-sized companies in the developed world that Deloitte US
surveyed were still ‘skeptics’ on FCM: over a third of IT buyers were
dedicating less than 10 percent of their spending to this model.
By 2018, Deloitte Global expects the skeptics or holdouts to be less
than a tenth of IT buyers. Interestingly, it is not just the conversion
of holdouts that will likely drive growth in the new model. Deloitte
Global forecasts those who strongly believe in FCM and use it for
more than half of their IT needs will nearly double, from only
13 percent of companies in 2016 to 23 percent by 2018311.
Adoption of flexible consumption models in IT is likely to vary in a
number of ways.
Who it is that makes the decision to move to the alternative model
seems to depend on the industry. According to the Deloitte US
survey, in Tech, Industrial Products, Healthcare and Financial Services
companies IT departments seem to initiate the FCM decision. As an
example, 31 percent of tech companies moved to IT-as-a-Service on
their own initiative in the last two years, while only eight percent had
done so as the result of pressure from vendors. In other industries
the change seems to be largely initiated by the vendor: 13 percent of
media and entertainment companies moved on their own, whereas
vendors led the move 33 percent of the time312.
Enterprise size also plays a role. Companies with revenues of $1-5
billion and companies of more than $5 billion are willing to use the
flex model purely through the public cloud about seven percent of
the time. But whereas 32 percent of the companies over $5 billion
preferred an on premise solution, only 19 percent of companies
with revenues of $1-2 billion prefer that option313.
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For many enterprises, large and small, IT-as-a-Service is appealing
for several reasons. It avoids significant capital expenditures and
helps provide a predictable expense based on actual use which is
easily scaled up or down, based on business needs.
Although many consumer or small businesses are happy to
use self-service web models for provisioning their IT (through
consumption-based pricing models), large and medium-sized
enterprises still need higher levels of vendor support through
the lifecycle. Around 90 percent of buyers prefer ‘high touch
interaction’ (i.e. a dedicated sales person) during the prepurchase and purchase stages, but that number drops to 70
percent for installation/deployment, 71 percent post-purchase,
and only 63 percent prefer high touch for the renewal phase314.

It is worth remembering that flexible consumption is not limited
to buying IT-as-a-Service: companies are renting and consuming
jet and marine engines315, trains316, short-term office space and
food delivery services on a metered basis already 317,318. Other
goods and services that have traditionally been owned can now
be consumed on a pay-for-use model, such as printers, supplies
or laptop computers.
To be clear, both the traditional ownership IT model and the
flexible consumption model will coexist for years but there is
an ongoing shift towards the latter. At current rates of growth,
IT-as-a-Service will likely represent more than half of IT spending
by 2021 or 2022.

The bottom line
Although flexible consumption-based business models will not be ubiquitous by 2018, at over a third of all IT spending, they are
expected to exceed half a trillion dollars and grow rapidly.
Buyers should contemplate the available options for this new way of procuring data centers, software and services and compare
and contrast flexible in relation to traditional purchase programs to determine if the new way is advantageous for the
components of their needs319.
Vendors should focus continually on crafting solutions for enterprises in different industries and sectors. These solutions should
meet business needs and address ease of contracting, compliance and use to enhance customer value delivered through FCMs.
To accelerate the adoption rate in larger enterprises, vendors should invest in deeper understanding of unique enterprise
requirements and continuing service needs.
Furthermore, the shift from a one-time payment to a recurring payment model encourages proactive actions on the part of the
vendor and partners to drive usage and adoption of the solution. Higher usage will likely lead to better outcomes and ongoing
renewal. The nature of data-centric and customer engagement capabilities required by the customer are an entirely new ball
game for these vendors.
Resellers, distributors and integrators could upgrade their capabilities in order to price, quote, entitle, fulfill and report usage
accurately through the channel. Additionally, they will likely need to develop new services to drive customer engagement,
adoption and usage in order to retain the customer in a recurring revenue model.
The finance function should evolve320. Historically, CFOs allocated an annual budget for buying hardware and software. As
IT-as-a-Service becomes more than a third of IT spending by 2018, companies will likely have to create new approaches to
predicting expenditures on IT. Finance departments will likely have to review the applicability of existing accounting policies with
respect to the related IT expenses. There are also potential restrictions within a company’s accounting software to consider in the
recording of the IT expenditure and budget.
Continued growth in consumer and small-business adoption of flexible models and the appeal of matching costs with necessary use
will likely exert upward pressure on large-enterprise use of the model, consistent with the broader consumerization of this IT trend.
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